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IPCC 1.5 Report

• “Pathways limiting global warming to 1.5°C 
with no or limited overshoot would require 
rapid and far-reaching transitions in energy…

• These systems transitions are unprecedented 
in terms of scale… imply deep emissions 
reductions in all sectors… and a significant 
upscaling of investments in those options” 



IMO Target

• At least 50% by 2050 

• NOT in line with 1.5

• Need to review target in 2023

• However, will require substantial zero 
emission vessel numbers 



It’s starting! 



Many countries have the potential for 
renewable fuel provisionRenewable Energy for Industry © OECD/IEA 2017 

From green energy to green materials and fuels 
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Figure 20. Technical renewable energy potential in various parts of the world 

 
Disclaimer: The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on maps included in this publication do not imply 
official endorsement or acceptance by the IEA. 

Source: Teske et al. (2017), Renewables Global Futures Report based on Edenhofer et al. (2011), Special Report on Renewable 
Energy Sources and Climate Change Mitigation. 

Key message • The extreme abundance of solar and wind resources in some regions is likely to spur 
international trade in renewables-based, hydrogen-rich chemicals and fuels. 

Arguably, this map was drawn from a variety of different studies and does not enable exact 
comparison. But despite its shortcomings, this illustration still suggests that there could be 
large benefits in trading renewable fuels from regions having large excess supply to other 
regions – unless some unexpected technological breakthrough suddenly allows new, 
abundant renewable resources to be exploited in seemingly less favourable regions.11 

This analysis was at the root of initiatives such as the Desertec Initiative or State Grid Corp of 
China’s Global Energy Interconnection. Their current limited success does not mean the 
analysis was wrong, but perhaps it was too early. It also may be that connection with power 
lines has advantages and disadvantages: despite electricity losses, connection is more PtP-
efficient for instantaneous transmission than any synthetic fuel would be. However, when 
the need for a storable fuel dominates, then shipping this fuel on land via pipelines and on 
ocean with ships proves very efficient: both concepts are complementary, not competing.  

Japan’s Energy Carriers SIP seems to have been inspired by similar analyses. If at its origin 
“clean hydrogen” was primarily considered from fossil fuels in association with CCS, over 
time the balance is shifting towards renewables-based water electrolysis. For transport, 
three main options are under consideration: cryogenic (liquefied) dihydrogen, hydrides 
(methylcyclohexane – toluene cycle) at atmospheric pressure, and cooled ammonia. 

Nuon justifies conversion of its Magnum plant to NH3 by noting that “additional renewable 
wind and solar capacity in the Netherlands is not sufficient to meet the CO2 reduction 
targets. Large-scale storage and import is required to meet these targets” (ISPT, 2017). 

                                                                                 

11 High-altitude winds could be one such resource, if airborne wind power technologies are successfully developed.  

` Shipping – 20-40EJ/yr

IEA (2017) Renewable Energy for Industry & University College London



IMO Strategy

• Mid/Long term measures submissions to 
MEPC 74 in May 2019 

• Potential to establish series of intersessional 
GHG meetings out to 2023

• Carbon pricing, demonstration projects and 
fuel supply chains for developing countries 
supported through IMO fund
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